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Abstract 

In this paper, it is tried to trace the history of women rights and the status of women in the Indian society. Women constitute 
the majority of the world's population, but there is still no society in which women enjoy full equality with men. They often face 
specific discrimination, even in countries which grant legal equality to both sexes; women are often economically disadvantaged and 
suffer discrimination. National and local governments should give particular attention to this matter, because the rights of women, to 
own land, property and housing, often determines their quality of life and the prospects of their children. The extension of the rights of 
human being to include women came about by a gradual process of change in societies, as the part which women played in society 
changed and they increasingly entered into public life.  This research paper is to be discussed about Gender Sensitization – Women 
Rights in the Era of Democracy. 
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Introduction 

In the future there will be no female leaderthere will just be leaders. 
Sherly Sandberg 
American Women Feminist Leader 

 
Human Rights which were embedded formally at the United Nations as a great international priority fifty years ago through 

the December 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights have gained prominence as a universally recognised set of norms and 
standards that increasingly inform all aspects of our relations as individuals and as collective members of groups, within communities 
and among notions. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) covers the wide range of human rights. The first two Articles 
lay the universal foundation of human rights; human beings are equal because of their shared essence of human dignity; human rights 
are universal, not because of any State or international organisation, but because they belong to all of humanity. The two articles 
assure that human rights are the birthright of everyone, not privileges of a select few, nor privileges to be granted or denied. Although 
women constitute the majority of the world's population, there is still no society in which women enjoy full equality with men. They 
often face specific discrimination, even in countries which grant legal equality to both sexes, women are often economically 
disadvantaged and suffer discrimination. National and local governments should give particular attention to this matter, because the 
rights of women, to own land, property and housing, often determines their quality of life and the prospects of their children. The 
extension of the rights of human being to include women came about by a gradual process of change in societies, as the part which 
women played in society changed and they increasingly entered into public life. On September 1995, the Beijing Declaration and 
platform for action, adopted at the United Nations Fourth World Conference on women, confirmed women's rights a human right and 
the human rights of women and the girl-child as an inalienable, integral and indivisible part of all human rights and fundamental 
freedom. 
 
Protection of Human Rights 

Women as a class, suffer acute deprivation in all respects of their lives, So, women need more consideration. Protection of 
their rights is prerequisite of their development. Women's rights are human rights, which need to be protected particularly in relation 
to violence, sexuality and reproductive healthy women should have equal rights in inheriting land and property.? The Preamble of the 
United Nations Charter (1945) begins by referring a 'faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human 
persons, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small. The UN Charter was the first instrument, which 
recognised 'the equal rights of man and woman', and the member states adopting the aims and principle of the UN were supposed to 
bring an end to any discrimination on the ground of sex. Reforms at all levels were implemented to maintain the equality of both men 
and women. In this context, women's rights are not therefore rights which are specific, but are rather universally recognised rights held 
by all people by virtue of their common humanity and regan: Hess of their sex. The human rights of women and of the girl child are an 
inalienable part of universal human rights. The full and equal participation of women in political, civil, economic, social and cultural 
life, at the national, regional and international levels and the eradication of all forms of discrimination on grounds of sex are priority 
objectives of the international community. National women's movements, in turn, have had a perfound impact on the world 
conferences in this past decade. Women's movement have been instrumental in effecting a conceptual shift in emphasis concerning the 
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advancement and empowerment of women. Women's groups advocated, with increasing persuasiveness, that there are no human 
rights without women's rights, thus grounding the promotion and protection of the rights of women in the universality and 
individuality of all human rights.  It is also important for the women that the protection of women's rights is being strongly enforced 
by the United Nations and through its member states are appraised of the prevailing condition of women's status and means to 
ameliorate the degrading condition of women. It pleads for empowerment of women and giving them social equity thereby 
guaranteeing their dignity.  
 
Rights Extended to the Women 

State responsibility has been extended to foster a culture of good public governance at large of which protection against 
human rights violations in the private sphere are increasingly considered an integral part.  The World Bank has also formulated its 
own definition of human rights. It considers 'good governance' and sound and effective development of human rights which the state is 
supposed to deliver. In the view of the World Bank, good governance, democracy, participation, an independent judiciary rule of law 
and civil peace create conditions necessary for social development and economic progress and these are all related to the maintenance 
of human rights.  Human Rights have helped to empower the individual. The empowerment of individuals has strengthened their 
position in the system and by empowering the individual thus particular tradition of human rights has contributed towards the 
transformation of what were once authoritarian political systems in democratic political structure 16 It also has helped in the 
strengthening of civil society. Civil society played a big part in checking the arbitrary exercise of power of those in authority.  
 
Origin of Women Rights  

Human rights discourse had tractionally been male dominated in the sense that, in what is essentially a man's world, men 
have struggled to assert their dignity and common humanity against an overbearing state apparatus. Attempts to define a body of civil 
and political rights were made from the eighteenth century onwards in societies that were organized by men and, predominantly for 
men. Plato was the first Greek political philosopher who tried to emancipate women from their household duties of child bearing and 
rearing, so that they can contribute equally in the state affairs. Therefore, he gave the theory of communism of wives for the guardian 
class. Since from ancient times, so many philosophers have been talked about the rights of women and natural rights worldwide. 
Likewise Ancient Greek philosophers followed the universalism of law by equality in various aspects of life, "equal respect for all 
citizens, equality before law, equality in political power and suffrage), and equality of civil rights. Women played an insignificant role 
in the determination of political, legal and institutional structures both in the USA and in Europe where much of the human rights 
debate was perused; The original contributor to women's human rights were those who first taught women to read and thus to explore 
the World outside the home and immediate community. Lone voices, such as that of Mary Wollstoncraft, did attempt to vindicate the 
right of women and a certain philosophical tradition did develop in which pleas were made for the emancipation of women to allow 
them to escape their traditional domestic role and to enter more fully in into society.  
 
Historical Perspective of Human Rights 

Historical research, however has revealed a much longer gestation period, beginning at least in the early 15th century with the 
1405 publication of Le livre de la cite des dames by Christine de Pizan This work stimulated what French feminists call the Querelle 
des Femmes which continues to the present Jean Jacqus Rousseau (1712-1778) promoted political freedoms and rights, though he 
belittled the advocacy of women's rights by his contemporaries. Nevertheless, Olympe de  Gouges (1748-1773) issued the Declaration 
of the Rights of Women (1790) to criticise the sexiest approach of the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizens (1789The 
idea of women's human rightsis often cited as beginning in 1792 with Mary Wollstone Craft's book Vindication of the Rights of 
Women, published in response to the promulgation of the natural rights of man theoryWolistone Craft argued that women are, like 
men, raticnal individuals and that, as such, they should have equal rights to education, employment, property and the vote. Half a 
century later women's rights convention was held at Seneca Fall in America in 1848. James s influential History of British Indian (first 
published in 1826), argued that women's position could be used as an indicator of society's advancement. Mill explained that as 
societies advanced, "the condition of the weaker sex is gradually improved, till they associate on equal terms with the men and occupy 
the place of voluntary and useful coadjutors.  John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) introduced the question of women's suffrage to the House 
of Commons in 1867, and his The Subjection of Women first published in 1869, provided a full-scale analysis of women's situation 
and the advantages to society of giving them full legal and political equality with men. He defined the essential components of liberty 
as the freedom, expression, association, and living according to one's taste. He advocated women's rights and political equality. 
 
Marxist Approach 

Marxist theory links the solution of the question of women's rights with the class struggle of the working class for 
revolutionary transformations and socialism. The Marxists consider that only a society in which there is no private ownership of the 
means of production and no exploitation of one class by another and in which the' social equality of all people, both de jure and de 
facto, has been achieved. Women really become emancipated and be able to participate in all spheres of material and spiritual life on 
par with men. This thought can be traced throughout many works by Marx, Engels and Lenin.  According to Lenin, the proletariat 
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cannot achieve compete liberty until it has won complete liberty for women. Moreover, Lenin stressed that it was insufficient to grant 
women political rights; it was necessary to create conditions that allowed them to take part in the management of society. 

In the Indian context, there is a widespread misconception regarding the true status of women in ancient Indian society. It is 
mainly due to deplorable ignorance of the original Sanskrit texts, both Sruti and Smriti, in which there are to be found the laws, 
customs and tradition which define the true status of women in early times. 
 
Woman Rights – Traditions 

The Rigveda shows abundant evidence pointing to the fact that women were fully the equals of men as regards access to and 
capacity for the highest knowledge, even the knowledge of the Absolute or Brahma. it is therefore, no wonder that the wife enjoyed 
with her husband full religious rights and regularly participated in religious ceremonies with him. In fact, the performance of such 
ceremonies should be invalid without the wife joining her husband as his full partner. Thus, the Rigveda accorded the highest social 
status to the qualified women those days. In the vedic age, women enjoyed a higher status in home as well as outside. Manu was 
partial to men in some other respects by putting them on a pedestal as the source of daily sukh or comfort for the wife. Manu gives a 
very vulnerable status to women. A devoted wife should serve even a bad and adulterous husband as a God or as a devata. She was not 
expected to remarry after widowhood whereas, the husband could marry, after the wife died, after performing her last rites. The 
husband had also the right to beat the wife if she committed crimes. The Code of Manu prescribes thus, by a girl, by a young woman 
or even by an aged one nothing must be done independently even in her own house. In childhood, a female must be subject to her 
father, in youth to her husband, when her lord is dead to her sons, a woman must never be independent. She must not seek to separate 
herself from her mother, husband, or sons, by leaving them she should make both (her own and her husband's families Contemptible. 

 
Development of Women Rights 

The neglect of education and the lowering of the marriage age, produced disastrous consequences upon the position and 
status of women. Their position in society further deteriorated with the prohibition of widow remarriage, the spread of sati custom, the 
practice of purdah, increasing demand for dowry and the greater prevalence of polygamous marriages. Thus, in the eighteenth century 
the position of women was quite miserable. The most popular book in the Hindi speaking area is Ram Charit Manas by Saint Tulsi 
Das. Here the often-quoted verse equates women with the drum, the ignorant, the shudra and the animal. Besides, some other ancient 
writings also added degradation of women in society. Despite these thinkers' views which degrading the status of women, Hindu 
religion gives a proper respect to women, it assigned a position to women which was equal to that of man. It was said that a house was 
a cursed place where women was not respected and that a family which accorded respect and reverence of women was a place of 
happiness and prosperity: Hinduism has always recognised the two sexes as complementary (and no as conflicting) with each other. 
Hinduism, through myth and mythology, sign and symbol, rite and ritual has communicated this massage down the centuries. Shiva 
gave half his body to Parvati and there is thus a fusion of the two, Lakshmi resides in the heart of Vishnu, while Brahma gave his 
speech to Saraswati and Krishna his mind to Satyabhama. In Islam, men and women are equal in the eyes of God and both have equal 
religious rights. In fact, it propounded a higher status for women than contemporary societies in some respects. In social sphere, it 
stressed on women being chaste, modest and exclusive which led to the practice of seclusion and later purdah. In marriage, the rights 
of women were restricted because polygamy was permitted but with certain restrictions, namely, the ability support all four wives 
equally as well as show them equal regard. The marriage ritual was not a sacrament and a man could divorce easily by pronouncing 
the word 'divorce' thrice. Muslim law of inheritance allowed shares of a man's property to his widow and daughter, though less than 
the shares given to sons.  
 
On Woman Liberty 

Across India, there is also a long list of reformers who undertook major efforts on women's belief. Raja Ram Mohan Roy's 
(1722-1832) name is usually listed first among those on nineteenth century reformers concerned with improving women's status. 
Historians have / called him 'Father of Modern India', a 'Champion of Women's Rights', and 'a feminist'.  In Bengal, Iswar Chandra 
Vidyasagar championed female education and led the campaign to legalise widow remarriage, and Keshub Chandra Sen, a leader of 
the Brahmo Samaj, sought to bring women into new roles through schools, prayer meetings, and experiments in living. Swami 
Vivekanand had also supported the cause of women right and said that women could become a powerful regenerative force in the 
society. Swami Dayanand Sarswati encouraged female education and condemned customs. He regarded marriage between partners of 
unequal ages, dowry, and polygyny against the betterment of women.  Mahatma Gandhi advised women to liberate themselves and 
their menfolks "from the death grip of the existing government which is the greatest of all social evils with which society is cursed.  

 
 
As Former Secretary General of UN, Kofi Annan has stated, "Women's rights are the responsibility of all humankind; 

combating all forms of violence against women is duty of all human kind and achieving the empowerment of women is the 
advancement of all humankind.  Some major conventions and conferences have been held at the international and national levels. 
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Many acts and laws are being made by government to make women legally strong and give them protection against any type of 
discrimination.  

 
Summing Up 

Despite the great progress made in the arena of women's rights in theory and policy formation. Women are still facing 
violation of their social, political and economic rights in the family and community. Women’s rights and equity must be looked with 
renewed vigour and vision. It should be an integral part of the development and welfare policies of states and international 
organisations. Awareness campaigns should be organised on women's rights by civil society and freedoms and disseminate knowledge 
of the various welfare measures implemented by the state and International organisation. The active involvement and association of 
the civil society in women's issues can accelerate the whole process as it works at the grass-root level and, understands the ground 
reality of the situation. The most important thing for the upliftment of women is to change the mind set of men folk as well as women 
folk.  
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